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This paper relates educational and psychological
statistics to certain "Research Statistical Tools" (RSTs) necessary
to accomplish and understand general research in the behavioral
sciences. Emphasis is placed on acqliring an effective understanding
of the RSIs and to this end they are are ordered to a continuum scale
in terms of individual precision, power, and robustness. The
Precision-Power-Gradient theory is suggested as a means of
structuring an introductory graduate course in statistics. Twelve
RSTs are considered., ranging from normative comparisons (at the
simplest level), through parametric/non-parametric statistics,
analysis of variance and covariance, correlations, factor analysis,
to canonical correlation analysis, and, briefly, other advanced
techniques. Equally important is a working knowledge of the computer,
which enables the RSTs to be used with greater facility and accuracy.
Computer orientation should include a basic knowledge of FORTRAN
programming, nature and availability of computer-based statisticol
libraries, the ability to utilize such libraries, with a general
understanding cf computer output. (Author/AE)
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This paper is concerned primarily with relating educational and psycho-

CD
logical statistics to certain "Research Statistical Tools" (RSTs) necessary

Pr\
to accomplish and understand general research in the behavioral sciences. I..

CC)

zonsiders the RSTs as a means or vehicle to accomplish and understand research,

CD
C:3 not ls ends in themselves, and seeks to present them in just such a functional

LU
setting.

Emphasis is placed on having the individual acquire an effective under-

standing of such RSTs as are necessary for accomplishing and understanding

general research in the behavioral science areas. In order to faAlitate the

meaningfulness of such RSTs, they are ordered to a cotinuum scala in terms

of their individual precision, ;ower, and robustness.

Equally important to the RSTs is a working knowledge of the electronic

high speed computer; for it is this new vehicle that enables the scientist to

use the RSTs with much greater facility and accuracy than ever before. Such

if)
computer orientation should include a bade knowledge of FORTRAN programming,

CYD

e nature and availability of computer-based statistical libraries, the ability
etl

to utilise such libraries, with a general understanding ot such computer

output.

Law of Parsimony

The law of parsimony states th,t "When two different theories explain a

phenomena equally well, the task scientist is to use the simpler of the Me.-

This is not intended to imply that the -recision, vower, or robustness of a

particular RST will serve as the basis for its selection or use. Often the
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decision as to which particular RST is to be used may be based on an empirical

test of which one does the job. Recently, for example, at the University of

Wisconsin- Milwaukee (UWM) a leadership experiment was conducted involving a

sizeable number of ROTC students. A t test between the means (Ms) for the pre-

and post teats failed to support the hypothesis. It was noted that a great

number of students involved reflected small differences in support of the

hypothesis, and that the Sign Test from RST III - Chi Square and NonparamPtric

Statistics supported the hypothesis at the 01 per cent level of confidence.

More often than not, however, it is the t test that supports tivt hypothesis

when Chi Sque 2 fails to eveal such significance of difference to be present.

Levels of Confidence

Evaluation efforts have typically concentrated on measurement of outcome

variables, especially those that were specifically stated as objectives of the

program. Often this is accomplished by comparing obtained differences between

scores on a pretest and scores on a posttest. Generally, it resolves to a

consideration of probability statistics,"Could a difference as great as the

obtained one be expected to have occurred by chance?" If such a difference

could not have been expected to have occurred by chance, then the theoretical

hypothesis for the study is supported and accepted. This, to be sure, entails

the establishment of "levels of confidence" or "alpha" levels, i.e., the

probability level at which we accept the theoretical hypothesis.

Statistical Significance Level

The characteristic alpha levels used in the professional literature range

from .10 to .003, and with .05 and .01 being most frequently used for

accepting the theoretical hypothesis in a study. There is no logical reason

why a confidence level needs to be adopted prior to the accomplishment of a

finding; for an individual is evaluating be finding-not the statistic-nor his

own integrity.
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Practical Significance Level

Fisher addressed himself to the distinction between "statistical inference"

and "scientific inference". It would seem that statistical inference is a

necessary, but not a sufficient condition for scientific inference; not unlike

reliability and validity in measurement. for those who quote Fisher as their

authority for use of the .05 level for accepting a theoretical hypothesis, it

should be remembered that Fisher maintained the rule that a statistic should

be three or more times it's standard error (SE) to be statistically significant

at the .01 level, and that when the critical ratio (CR) is 3.00, the confidence

level is actually .003.Thun, we can say that statistical inference obtains at

the .05 or .01 levels, but that practical significance obtains above .001.

Variance Vs. Invariance

Too often we are concerned with single studies, and we are inclined to

accept or reject the theoretical hypothesis on the basis of such findings,

only to find in subsequent application of such findings similar results do not

obtain. "Variance" refers to range of differences obtained in single studies,

while "invariance" refers to corresponding results for multiple studies.

Replication Vs. Cross-validation

The question as to what information should be included in the report of

a research study is determined on the basis of answering the question of

whether such information is essential for a replication of the study. If the

ultimate goal of the task scientisu is the "discovery of universal truths"

then not only replication but cross-validation is essential. ln replication the

precise conditions are duplicated; while in cross-validation perimeters may be

expanded towards more universal testing.

One- or Two-Tailed Test

The question of whether to use the one- or twe-tailed test is a decision
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made by the task scientist; not unlike the selection of a level of confidence

for accepting the theoretical hypothesis of the study. If it appears reasonable

to expect findings only in one direction,as in the study for improvement of

reading, for example, the one-tailed test should be used. Such decisions,

however, are highly critical to 'level of confidence",

Nature of Gradient

The "Precision-Power-Gradient" theory is an expedient construct for

introducing educational and psychological statistics to graduate students in

a meaningful setting, and based on the characteristic critical attributes of

such procedures. Such attributes, to be sure, involve precision, powel, and

robustness in the same configuration; not as separate entities.While they may

be examined separately, they can not be used separately, but only in a total

context.

Precision

The notion of "precision" as it is used in this paper entails fineness or

preciseness of measurement. The real "keystone" on which scientific progress,

or scientific findings rests is measurement, and the keystone of all measurement

is the scale. No statistics, however precise, may be substituted for such

keystones. The percentile score, for example is not additive, and no statistics

can be used to compensate for that inadequacy. Three principal considerations

are involved in the use of precision as it is used in this paper: (1) the

preciseness of mathematical treatment afforded, (2) the yielding of diagnostic

indicators, and (;') the actual generation of findings that are present in study.

Power

The concept of "power" and precision have much in common, as they are

related to statistical inferences, but power as it is used in this paper refers

to the extent of domain over which it makes assessment, and how it interrelates

the attributes of that domain. Three aelArate considerations are included in

4
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the concept of power: (1) the number of variables that may be analyzed at

once, (2) the degree to which variables being analyzed are integrated, and (3)

the meaningfulness of obtained findings.

Robustness

This deals with the kind of conditions under which statistical procedures

may be utilized, and it involves the notions of "assumptions" and "presumptions".

Too often this ataa receives the principal attention in graduate level courses

of statistics;, while there is little or no agreement among the experts as to

precisely what is involved, or how the task scientist treats such involvements.

The term "assumption" as it is used in this paper implies that the scientist

make empirical tests to determine if basic conditions are met for the use of

a statistical procedure; while "presumption" implies that no empirical test is

necessary.

Gradient

This, to be sure, implies a construct with the properties of an "ordinal"

scale, where one end of the scale includes ,:onsideratioas less precise and

powerful, and with the other end including those more precise and powerful.

RST Repertoire

Statistics, not unlike many othce scientific areas, is it rapidly growing

and expanding field of inquiry. No course, however complete, could be expected

to cover all statistical procedures. The present proposal is concerned largely

with the introductory graduate course in statistics. It seeks to group the

basic statistical procedures into twelve "Research Statistical Tools "(RSTa)

which are believed to be cssentlal for accomplishing and understanding general

research in the behavioral sciences. The notion of RST implies a research

function that is presumably independently organized, but which may be

accomplished by a wide variety of statistical procedures, and in a variety

of ways.It is designed to relate mathematical procedures to a functional

5
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setting that is pertinent to the law of parsimony, and to the precision and

power of the RST involved.

RST I - Normative Comprisons

In as much as all phenomena in nature, including educational and psycho-

logical considerations, distribute on the Gaussian normal probability curve,

comparisons of obtained data with such a hypothetical probability curve tends

to give such data. It serve to infer the degree to which it deviates from the

universe of which it is a part. It suggests the degree to which selective

sampling has been operating. At the simplest level it merely includes a personal

observation of the difference between an obtained score and the mean (M) score

for a corresponding population. Or it may include comparison between an

obtained atandard deviation (SD), and the SD for some corresponding population.

At a more sophisticated level it may make comparisons between measures of

central tendency, for example, to depict the nature of a frequency distribution,

i.e., where such measures coincide, the distribution is bisymmetrical and

normal; where such measures have disparity, the distribution is skewed with

the M determining the tail and the mode the head or peak of the distribution.

The degree of disparity of such measures of central tendency is an indication

of the degree of skewness. This RS7 ..ray be used for matrix sampling and compar-

isons as well; for determining the presence of kurtosis; or even depicting

evidence of "test compromise"-where M increases and SD narrows.

RST II - Two Variable. Parametric Hypothesis Testing

This RST is concerned largely with the t test and the F test where ten

or rore olservations are present (preferably 25 or more), where Ms are from

populations that are fairly normally distributed, where the variance in the

two populations is fairly homogenous, and where the dependent variable is

continuous. The t and F -testa are comparable measures, as the (t test)
2

6
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F-test. They are arrived at, to be sure, by different statistical procedures.

The t test always involves determining the difference between two different

statistics (means, medians, correlations, proportions, etc.), and then dividing

that difference by the standard error (SE)of the difference. Thus, it is a

standard deviation measure divided by a SE, Since the SE is in large part a

function of the number of cases, or the degrees of freedom, we can assume that

the larger the population, the smaller the SE. The critical question to which

the task scientist is addressed is whether or not the obtained difference is

greater than chance, and if so the theoretical hypothesis is supported and

retained. There is a considerable amount of evidence to suggest that if the

number of cases involved is 30 or greater, that significant skewness does not

tend to invalidate the results. There is an equal amount of evidence to suggest

that nonparametric methods nre even less applicable where the underlying

assumptions for the t test are not present (normality, variance, and continui, y

For example, the Whitney U test is a rather complicated function of the mean,

the skew, and the kurtosis; so that a positive skew tends to decrease the

obtained U, and a negative skew to increase the U.

RST III - Chi Square and Simple Nonparametric Statistics

The chief difference between the statistical procedures in AST 11 and R3T

III is that in the former we are testing one difference at a time; .chile in the

latter many differences may be tested at once. Because chi square, the sign

test,and other similar distribution-free statistics deal with more than one

difference at the same time, it is placed higher on the "Precision-Power-

Gradient" scale, and becomes RST III. The outcomes for this RST are always

based on a difference between "expected" (on basis of normal probability) and

obtained frequencies. Yost human ''ehavior is multiple determinant in nature,

and where multiple differences are being assessed in terms of crude comparisons

with expected frequencies, chi square is an appropriate approach. The chief

criterion for determining whether a statistic is parametric or nonparametric
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is whether or not the populatiors involved meet the basic assumptions for

parametric statistics,i.e., (1) measures are independently drawn from the

population and are independent of each other; (2) measures are drawn from

populations that are normally distributed; (3) populations have substantially

the same variance; and (4) measures are continuous with equal intervals, For

nonparametric s tatistics, including chi square, there is but one assumption,

and it is treated like a presumption-not tested empirically, and it the

assumption of "independence",i.e., that data is independently drawn from the

population. Many of the statistical procedures, like rho, phi correlation, and

others may be used either as parametric or nonparametric statistices; depending

solely on the degree to which data being analyzed meets the assumptions for the

parametric statistic interpretation.

RST iV - Analysis of Variance and Covariance

Like chi square analysis of variance (A of V) deals with two or more

variables at the same time, and the data must meet the assumptions for parametric

statistics. Unlike many of the nonparametric statistics, A of V compares each

score against the M for each group, and the M for each group against the grand

M. This, to be sure, is much more precise than grouping of scores into expected

frequency categories, and making comparisons by groups of scores,Always, in

the A of V comparisons are made between antra- variance and inter-variance; the

variance within groups as opposed to the variance between groups. In the two -

way A of V in addition to the main effect, one is able to assess an interact-

ional effect of one variable against a second. In the factor A of V one is able

to permit the separation of information; to study interaction effects; to

assess implications of multiple variables against expected outcomes of a

dependent variable, and to test qeveral hypotheses simultaneously. In analysis

of covariance one is able to control independent variables statistically by

adjusting Ms through the use of regression analysis. Factor A of V, and which
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includes two-way A of V,provides some basis for inferring cause and effect

relationships through the interaction effects. Thus, A of V is not only more

precise, but also more powerful than most of the nonparanetric techniques.

There is a preponderance of evidence which suggests that the assumption of

"homogeneity of variance" should be considered as a presumption, and need nor

be tested empirically.

RST V - Linear Correlation of Paired Variables

The correlation technique provides a means for assessing the relationship

between two arrays of paired variables, and of determining the degree or

magnitude to which one of the variables in the pair tends to increase ar decrease

with the second one. The pairs are usually labeled "X" and "Y", with the "Y"

standing for the dependent one, or the one being predicted; and with the

correlation of X on Y being precisely the sere as for Y on X. When the rate of

change between the X and Y variables is uniform, the correlation is linear, and

a straight line may be drawn through the Ms for the rows and columns. The

obtained coefficient of correlation is the degree to which Ms for the related

rows and columns are in agreement with each other based on data being assessed.

The obtained correlation coefficient is in part a function of the ranges of

the bivariate distribution, with greater ranges tending toward larger r's.

High positive coefficients of correlations (above .90, for example) tend to be

associated with negatively skewed distributions; while high negative ones are

typically associated with positively skewed distributions.By squaring the

obtained r'9 we have the amount of variance common to both variables in terms

of percentage-Kelley's coefficient of determination. Not only does the correlation

provide the basis for acceptance or rejection of the theoretical hypothesis,

but it also yields a regression weight which may be used for prediction of

the dependent variable (usually the Y variable), when the X one is known.

9
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Correlations involving artificial dichotomies. Where correlations

involve artificial dichotomies for one or both variables in the pair

specialized techniques are available to compute an approximation of the

Pearson r. If only one of the variables is dichotomized, the rb (biserial r)

is used; while if bah variables are dichotomized, the r tet (tetrachoric r) is

used. When the rb or the rtet are used, the obtained correlation matrix from

several variables may not be used as the basis for further correlational

analyses,i.e. multiple regression analysis, or factor analysis, etc.

Correlations involving real or discrete dichotomies. Where one variable

in the pair is a real dichotomy, the rpb (point biserial r) is used. Where the

Loth variables are discrete dichotomies the r hi (phi coefficient) is used.

Where fewer than 30 cases are involved in the computation, the data is usually

ranked for both variables, and rho is used In all three of these cases, the

obtained r is equivalent to a Pearaon r, and is treated and interpreted the

same way. A correlation matrix for either of these methods may be used as the

basis for further correlational analysis,i.e., multiple correlation, factor

analysis, etc,

Partial correlations. This includes both first and second order partial

correlations, and in much the same manner as with analysis of covariance, we

partial out the influence of one variable while the relationship between two

other variables is assessed. In first order partial correlation the influence

of just one variable is partialled out; while in second order, we partial out

the influence of two variables.

RST VI - Nonlimear Correlation

Man tends to demonstrate a progressive increase in physical prowess during

esly childhood and youth development, and just as clearly a decline in such

attrVsntes with old age, Eta or curvelinear correlation may be used in

assessing such correlation coefficients. If there is some question as c-1

whether the paired variable distributes on a curved basis, eta may be used;

in
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since if the distribution is linear, eta will yield precisely the

same coefficient as a Pearson r. If, on the other hand, the distribution is

curved, eta will yield the larger coeffi:ient.Thus, it may be readily seen

that eta is more precise and more powerful than the Pearson r, and that is why it

is assigned a higher position on the gradient scale. Eta exists only on the

positive end of the scale; not unlike the multiple correlations.

RST VII - Fisher's Discriminant Function

With this RST a series of two or more variables used in concert form a

correlation matrix which serves as the basis for discerning between two inde-

pendently established populations. All variables may be included in the matrix

except where experimental dependency is evident,i.e., as with part and total

scores. An rpb with each of the separate variables used in the concert serves

as the fulcrum on which to discern the populai ins, and yields multiple

regression weights depicting the degree to which each variable in the matrix

contributes to the discerning function. A multiple Re which is corrected for

shrinkage is obtained depicting the degree to which discerning is accomplished

based on the concert of variables. This RST represents the simplest of the

multiple correlational analyses.

RST VIII - Multiple Linear Correlation

With this RST the first task is the identification of a dependent

variable, usually depicting the expected outcome, and then proceed to assess

the degree of relationship between that single dependent variable and the two

or more independent variables used in concert. RST VIII is more powerful and

precise than RST VII because the dependent variable is always a serial score

rather than a dichotomy, and a serial scale has greater precision than a

dichotomy. Stepwise multiple correlation is also included in RST VIII, as it

has the same statistical functional basis, but provides an observation in

11
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terms of the various steps involved, and depicting the major variable which

contributes to the respective step.

RST IX - Factor Analysis and Inverse Factor Analysis

ti
This a valuable and meaningful technique for use in grouping variables

into related cluster groupings, which are called factors, and of determining

the nature and identification of such factors. Factor analysis is used for

the grouping of variables in 'R- methodology into common clusters; while inverse

factor analysis is used with Q-methodology for grouping of persons into

similarly related groupings. While there are a number of different approaches

to factor analysis, all of them deal with the same two basic questions that are

typically elated by the task scientist: (1) How many independently organized

factors are present in a given set of variables? (2) Are there a certain number

of independently organized factors pr?sent in a given set of variables? After

the factors are extracted, they may be rotated to simple stvwture in a number

of different ways for purposes of identification. Sometimes the scientist will

include variables of known identity for purposes of identifying certain factor

loadings.

RST X - Multiple Discriminant Analysis

This RST deals with an extension of the single-classification of A of V,

but which is designed to Include two or more dependent variables; rather than

the single one previously described under traditional A of V techniques, and

as contained in RST IV. The problem is to determine the extent and manner in

which two or more previously defined groups of subjects may be differentiated

by a set of dependent variables operating together. With two groups of subjects

this separation can be represented only along a single dimension, but with

more than two groups the differentiation may be described in terms of multiple

independent dimensions.The maximnm number of these factors necessary to represent

group differences will be the number of groups minus one, or the number of

variables, whichever is smaller.

12
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.1

PST XI - Canonical Correlation Analysis

The goal of this RST is to define the primary independent dimensions which

relate one set of variables to another set of variables. the technique is

primarily descriptive, although the method used involves finding sets of weights

which will yield too composite variables (nne for each set of original variables)

which will correlate maximally, The output of a canonical correlation analysis

should suggest answers to questions concerning the number of ways in which the

two sets of measiJres are related, the strengths of the -zelationshipu, and the

nature of the relationship so defined. One of the No sets always deals with

independent variables, just as with the multiple correlation in RST VIII, but

the other set deals with multiply dependent variables. Each canonical "root"

will be associated with two vectors of weights, which may be applied to the

original scores on their respective sides to yield the composite canonical

scores.

RST XII - Other Advanced Statistical Techniques

This RST is intended as a catch-all for other advanced statistical

techniques. It would include such techniques as "Heuristic" problem solving,

"De,zision" making techniques, Multiple curveline:r regression techniques, and

a host of other ones in various states of present development.

Use of Computer

More and more the computer is becoming the principal vehicle for the. use

of the RSTs, 6nd it is essential that present graduate students be properly

introduced to its use. Generally, the computer orientation should include the

followLng:

.. Use of key punch.

.. Introduction to FORTRAN programming.

.. Comparison of interaction And batch modes of processing.

Use of computer RST libraries.

. Interpretation and meaning of printouts for RSTs.
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